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CEO MESSAGE
It’s no secret that Australia’s largest trading partner, and the largest consumer of Australia’s mineral exports is China.
Despite record exports, this trading relationship is currently under significant strain.
Recent weeks has seen tension in the Australia and China relationship bubble over, with a war of words breaking out between Canberra and
Beijing. And while the most recent outrage has been sparked over fake images, the impacts of trade tariffs on Australian industry are all too real.
China has now applied massive tariffs to Australian barley and Australian wine, in both cases citing anti-dumping rules. Australia’s live rock
lobsters are now facing clearance challenges in China, as is Australian timber, and there are currently more than 60 ships carrying Australian coal
sitting off the coast of China waiting to port. Futher restrictions and potential bans of Australian coal exports are now being seriously considered.
Rumours persist that Chinese importers have been warned by customs officials not to buy Australian sugar, barley, red wine, timber, coal, lobster
and copper. And while there is no doubt that in each case specific circumstances apply, it’s hard to avoid the conclusion that something else is
occurring.
Australia is a trading nation. Our country benefits from free and fair-trading arrangements. Our primary industries rely on open access to world
markets. We are also a nation that has significantly relied on and benefitted from foreign investment.
The current approach by the Foreign Investment Review Board, and further proposed reforms, threaten to block much need Chinese investment
into Australia’s mining industry, without clear reasoning provided. This investment is needed to get new projects of the ground, and provide years
of economic and employment benefits for Australians.
This is not to undercut the importance of protecting Australia’s national interests and national security. Industry can also recognise that the
protection of Australia’s national interests protects our industry as well. But we should be certain that these issues are actually about national
security and national interest, and not about puerile domestic politics or a failure of diplomacy.
A further deterioration of Australia’s trading relationship with China has very real risks for our national interest and our national economy. This
should not be underestimated.
Our nations need to be looking for opportunities of common interests, not areas of disagreement, and we should be especially careful that we
are striking the right balance.

On behalf of the Association, I wish to thank all of you for your contribution and your support. I wish to thank all of your
teams and workers, and so many who have made significant sacrifices, to keep working and keep our industry open and
strong.
As we close out the year, it is an appropriate time to look back on the extraordinary year it has been. And despite COVID-19 and all the
accompanying difficulties, our industry has achieved a great deal.
Our ability to keep our mining and mineral exploration industry open and working has been a significant benefit to the nation, but has also
become a major competitive advantage globally when many major mining jurisdictions around the world have been affected by the spread or
outbreak and consequently closed or severely limited by tight restrictions.
Our industry has rightly been recognised as carrying Australia’s economy through the economic crisis caused by the pandemic. This is an
incredible achievement, and one that underscores the value and importance of our industry to the nation.
I would like to congratulate all of AMEC’s 2020 Award Finalists and Winners and thank
all the nominees. You can read and see more about each of them in following pages.
Each exemplify the positive contribution of our industry to community, the environment
and the economy.
I need also to thank the wonderful and dedicated team at AMEC, who work hard to
support our members and who have done such an amazing job this year.
I hope all of you will all see a well-deserved break over the holiday season, and a
relaxing and rewarding time with your families and friends.
And here’s hoping that 2021 will be a better year.

Warren Pearce

Chief Executive Officer, Association of Mining and Exploration Companies
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FEDERAL
The relationship between the Australian and Chinese
Governments continues to deteriorate. This has potential to
impact the mineral exports, and AMEC has been in contact
with member companies to discern any concerning direct
commercial communications. AMEC has also raised our
concerns about these issues with the Federal Government,
through the Defence Minister and Trade Minister, through the
Senate FIRB Inquiry and in public comment.
AMEC has met with Minister Pitt to press for the extension of
the program and to explain the importance and influence of
the JMEI. The Minister is awaiting the review of the program
from the Department, which is now unlikely to be completed
until next year.
Federal Treasury has released a paper on Federal Investment
Reforms that propose a higher level of scrutiny on all
foreign investment. There will be exemptions, but all foreign
investment will be subject to a Ministerial Call-in power. The
Senate Economics Legislation Committee has inquired into the
reforms, and the AMEC CEO has given evidence before the
Committee along with Minerals Council. AMEC has opposed
further tightening of foreign investment restrictions.

CEO has given evidence before the Committee, as have AMEC
member companies Roy Hill and FMG. AMEC supports the
removal of ‘gag clauses’ and understands that AMEC members
do not have them in their agreements. However, a moratoria on
the use of Section 18 Approvals for essentially a 1-2 year period,
would bring to halt a range of major projects and would extend
far outside the mining industry, to State and Local Government
projects. The WA Government have ruled out instituting a
moratoria.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of member
companies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foreign Investment Review Board
Defence Minister re Northern Austrlia Infrastructure Fund
Australian Tax Office re Practical Compliance Guides 17
Australian Tax Office re Fuel Tax Credits
Department of Agriculture, Water & Environment re NonRoad
Diesel Engines
National Indigenous Austrlian Agency re Aboriginal Land
Rights Act
Modern Manufacturing Strategy
Threatened Species Strategy

The EPBC Review is expected to be released shortly, including
interim National Environmental Standards. AMEC has been in
contact with the Federal Minister of Environment’s Office and
it is not yet known if these will go to public consultation. AMEC
has provided members views to EPBC review panel and to the
Minister’s Office.
The Inquiry into the destruction of 46,000 year old caves
at Juukan Gorge in the Pilbara of Western Australia has
released its Interim Report. The Committee called for an end
to ‘gag clauses’ in agreements, and a moratoria on Section 18
approvals until new Aboriginal Cultural Heritage legislation is
passed and implemented in WA.
AMEC made a submission to the review, and the AMEC
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2020 HONOUR ROLL
Australian Prospectors & Miners Hall of Fame
The Australian Prospectors & Miners Hall of Fame
inducted Mrs Gina Rinehart as its inductee for
2020.
Mrs Rinehart was officially inducted at the AMEC annual Awards Dinner at the State
Reception Centre in Perth.
Since its inception in 1995, the Australian Prospectors & Miners Hall of Fame has
inducted over 150 individuals who have made a significant contribution to the mining
industry, its communities and environment in Australia. Mrs Rinehart was inducted
in the category of Entrepreneurs and Promoters, in recognition of her outstanding
achievements in leading Hancock Prospecting in the development of the Roy Hill Iron
Ore Mine in Western Australia.

Mrs Gina Rinehart

Recognised as a leading figure in Australia’s mining and agricultural industries, Mrs Rinehart has also dedicated much of her adult life to promoting the
industries and to philanthropic causes.
Mrs Rinehart spent her early childhood in the north-west of Australia, where she lived with her mother Hope Nicholas and her father, the late mining
magnate Lang Hancock. Mrs Rinehart holds fond memories of her childhood growing up in the Pilbara, where she lived in later years nearby the Tom
Price mine, as well as attending boarding school in Perth. She describes the agriculture and mining industry as having provided immeasurable benefits
to the region, West Australia and Australia; and adds that she benefited from an outback upbringing, working in both industries from a young age.
In 1992, following the passing of her father, Mrs Rinehart became Executive Chairman of Hancock Prospecting.
At the time, the company had lost most of its assets, what left was either heavily mortgaged or under legal threat, and was financially troubled. Under
her leadership, Mrs Rinehart transformed the Group to become Australia’s most successful private company, and one of the most successful private
mining companies in the world. In fact, Mrs Rinehart’s endeavours as Executive Chairman gave rise to a 24,000 percent increase in the Group’s value.
She was responsible for developing the Group from its prospecting foundations to become a miner, and further diversifying through investments into
iron ore, gold, copper, potash, coal, cattle, dairy and property.
One of Mrs Rinehart’s leading achievements is the exploration, financing, construction and operation of the Roy Hill iron ore project. Mrs Rinehart first
visited Roy Hill in 1992 with the Group’s Chief Geologist, Richard Pacquay. At the time, all professional advice insisted that the project and tenements
were of little value and not worth pursuing. However, through Mrs Rinehart’s determination, Roy Hill came to fruition in spite of numerous obstacles.
Following decades of exploration drilling and prefeasibility studies, the Roy Hill project was proven to be robust. This $US10 billion project was funded
by 19 of the world’s largest banks and five Export Credit Agencies and utilises some of the largest mining equipment in the world.
Under the Executive Chairmanship of Mrs Rinehart, Hancock Prospecting gained security for the Hope Downs tenements and, in doing so, was able
to expand their exploration and studies through to bankable feasibility status. Mrs Rinehart led the Group to partner with Rio Tinto and develop four
major iron ore mines. The exploration and studies of Hope Downs also involved high-risk expenditure and a huge approval process for the Group.
The Hope Downs venture, now producing 47mtpa, exemplifies Mrs Rinehart’s leadership attributes. Indeed, it is most unusual a Chairman oversees a
project from initial drilling to major production, Mrs Rinehart has done this five times!
Mrs Rinehart implemented the use of pink mining vehicles and pink trains across the Roy Hill sites in support of women suffering with breast cancer ,
with whom she has a deep regard, and women working in the north. The fleet of pink trucks and trains was a world-first and has encouraged several
ore ship owners to paint their ships pink in support. Mrs Rinehart has also played a pivotal role in achieving a female participation rate above the
mining industry standard. As such, Mrs Rinehart is regarded as a champion of females in the mining industry and has received numerous awards for
her female leadership including the Outstanding Women Leadership Achievement Award, presented by the World Women Leadership Congress.
IFurthermore, Mrs Rinehart is the founder of Australians for Northern Development and Economic Vision, and founder of Australia’s Annual National
Mining and Related Industries Day and National Agriculture and Related Industries Day.

Gina Rinehart’s business success, industry leadership and economic and philanthropic
contributions to Australia are a testament to her vision, determination and leadership.
Mrs Rinehart continues to be viewed as a role model to many and is a worthy and welldeserving inductee into the Australian Prospectors and Miners’ Hall of Fame.
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2020 HONOUR ROLL
AMEC Life Member
Long serving AMEC Councillor Adrian Larking was awarded an AMEC
life membership at the 2020 AMEC Award
BSc (Hon, 1st) UWA and Adelaide, MSc & Dip Imperial College (RSM, London), LLB (Adelaide),
Grad. Dip. Legal Practice (SA); FAusIMM, FAIG
Much like many of the AMEC membership, Adrian is another of the WMC Alumni. He is a
geologist and resources lawyer with extensive minerals, petroleum and energy industry
experience in Australia and internationally, holding university degrees from Imperial College,
London, Adelaide University and University of Western Australia and a Graduate Diploma of
Legal Practice from the University of South Australia.
Adrian spent over 25 years with Western Mining Corporation Limited (WMC) holding various
senior and management positions in exploration, mine geology, research, commercial, analyst,
and marketing in the minerals and petroleum divisions. Over a lengthy career, he has been
involved in the formation of several successful ASX listed exploration companies, including a
number of junior gold companies which discovered multi-million ounce gold deposits.
He was a founder and Managing Director of ASX listed company Green Rock Energy Limited, a company formed to focus on
development and use of geothermal energy, and was a Director & Operations Director at Black Rock Mining Ltd, among a long list of
managerial and leadership roles in the Industry.
As an AMEC Councillor for 17 years, Adrian always made sure that the Association thought clearly about how particular policy proposals
would impact exploration companies. He was able to translate his expertise and experience to explain what it would mean for explorers
on the ground and how it would affect them. His wisdom was vital in AMEC developing and advocating for programs that support mineral
explorers like the Exploration Development Incentive (EDI) and the Junior Minerals Exploration Incentive (JMEI).
AMEC nominated Adrian to the Governing Board of the Cooperative Research Centre for Landscape Evolution and Mineral Exploration
(CRC LEME) managed by the CSIRO where he served for its full second 7 year term from 2001-2008, as one of the three Independent
Directors which the Commonwealth Government required to be on the Board.
Adrian was especially proud of his and AMEC’s role in CRC LEME. It was a resounding success and left an outstanding legacy from
its considerable technological transfer to industry and academia. This is best evidenced by the fact that virtually every geologist in
Australia is now versed in and uses the knowledge and training developed by CRC LEME to geologically understand how to explore with
geochemistry and geophysics through Australia’s deep weathering profile. This knowledge has undoubtedly contributed to some of the
industry’s subsequent exploration successes and will continue to do so.
Adrian was also a member of the International Energy Agency’s Geothermal Implementing Agreement Executive Committee and was also
instrumental in the introduction of enabling legislation for geothermal energy in the States of South Australia and Western Australia.
Adrian has always been incredibly passionate about the mining and exploration
industry, and about AMEC and its role as a voice for the explorer and emerging
miners. He is always prepared to volunteer himself and his time to support the
Association, which he often did for AMEC, including as Chair of the prestigious
Prospector Award Committee.
Adrian continues his work in the industry on the board of Moho Resources Ltd.
He is a Fellow of the AIMM (Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy) and
a Member of AIG (Australian Institute of Geoscientists) and President of the
Australian Geothermal Association.
He enjoys a glass (or two) of red wine and telling stories of exploration success
(and failures) at WMC.
Adrian Larking

A very worthy recipient of AMEC Life Membership
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
Western Australia
Western Australia will head to a State election on 13 March
2021. Parliament has risen and prorogued for 2020, and all
legislation that remains on the notice paper has subsequently
lapsed. In the first week of February 2021 the Government will
again be in “caretaker mode”, the convention that decisions
requiring Ministerial approval will not be made until after the
Election. AMEC is finalising its Platform for the 2021 Election
which will be distributed and discussed with all major parties.
In the last month, a new Leader of the Opposition was
appointed, and AMEC welcomes Zak Kirkup MLA to the role.
Consultation on the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Bill closed on
9 October, with AMEC following its submission with multiple
meetings with the Department, relevant Ministers and their
staff. AMEC also used the time to brief the Opposition, the
National Party and the Greens on the views of Industry. It
was originally anticipated that the Bill would be introduced
in NAIDOC week. However, the Bill was not introduced, and
subsequently Minister Wyatt has restated his intention not to
stand at the 2021 Election. AMEC has since meet with the
Department in December to clarify that it is expected to be
reintroduced in 2021.
On 26 November, the High Court of Australia dismissed
all special leave applications challenging the registration
of the South West Native Title Settlement Agreements.
Consequently, the ILUAs will be conclusively registered
in late January 2021, 40 business days after the final legal
proceedings are exhausted, meaning that the final condition
for commencement of the Settlement is met. This marks the
conclusion of the most comprehensive Native Title agreement
negotiations in Australian history. The Settlement involves
around 30,000 Noongar people and covers approximately
200,000 square kilometres of the south-west region of
Western Australia.

The Commonwealth Minister for Environment Hon Sussan
Ley MP and the WA Minister for Environment, Hon Stephen
Dawson MLC announced Commonwealth and State agreement
regarding funding for the Pilbara Environmental Offset Fund.
The fund combines money from individual offset payments
required under Part IV of the Environmental Protection Act
1986 (EP Act), and contributions required under Part 9 or 10 of
the Commonwealth Environmental Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act).
This agreement means that the Pilbara Environmental Offset
Fund will now be able to receive and deploy the environmental
offset monies paid by industry under both State and
Commonwealth environmental legislation. AMEC has been
calling for this agreement since the fund was formed and has
been on multiple stakeholder reference groups seeking this
outcome.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of
member companies:
•
•
•
•

DMIRS re Minerals in Brine definitions and rates in MRF
Animal Welfare Ethics application to fauna surveys
Review of Waste Recovery and Avoidance Act
Vanadium royalty certainty

To learn more please contact Neil van Drunen
on 0407 057 443 or Sam Panickar on 0423 914 249

Following AMEC’s advocacy to the Department, the Minister
and her staff, the deadline for stakeholders undertaking
environmental studies and fauna surveys to apply for a
scientific use licence has officially been extended from 1
January 2021 to 1 July 2021. The subsequent deadline for
requiring animal ethics committee (AEC) approval for projects
has also been extended until July 2022. AMEC will work
with DBCA and DPIRD to seek standardisation of ethically
approved fauna survey methodologies.
On Thursday, 12 November, the amendments to the WA
Environmental Protection Act passed Parliament. These
amendments simplify and reduce several unnecessary
regulatory obligations on industry, while maintaining Western
Australia’s strong environmental protection and standards.
AMEC provided a submission during the process, which began
in 2019, and has met with Government throughout the process.
AMEC is supportive of initiatives to certify environmental
practitioners and improve regulatory processes under Part
IV, facilitate and streamline the implementation of bilateral
assessment and approval agreement. The introduction of cost
recovery for Part IV is hoped will be met by an improvement
in assessment timeframes. This Bill will now be followed by
draft regulations, which AMEC will consult upon and provide a
submission.

Doug Bowie, Andrew Penkethman, Mathew Longworth, and Matt Painter of Ardea
Resources @ Diggers & Dealers
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
New South Wales
Restrictions due to COVID-19 continue to ease in NSW, but AMEC
has continued to advocate and assist with border changes and
relief for the minerals industry. NSW information available here.
The NSW Government relief measures for the minerals industry
due to the impact of COVID-19 have now been modified with
the removal of fee deferrals, but following AMEC advocacy,
Government will continue to offer support in cases of hardship by
application. Acknowledgement of COVID-19 as an extenuating
circumstance for completion of exploration programs and
renewals has been extended to June 2021 (with a review in early
2021).
The NSW 2020-21 Budget was delivered by Treasurer Perrottet
on 17 November. The NSW Government mission to make the State
the number one destination for mining investment was supported
by an investment of over $107 million in the 2020-21 Budget. This
includes $26.8 million to set the strategic policy direction for the
industry and provide world class geoscientific information, $26.4
million to regulate mine and petroleum site safety, $11.3 million to
deliver robust assessment of tenure and $6.6 million to undertake
compliance inspections. AMEC has consulted Government on this
and confirmed that this will expend the $14 million of surplus from
the Administrative Levy over the next three years and there will
be further consultation on the priority projects.
Land access for exploration continues to be a critical issue in
NSW and this issue was raised regularly in meetings that AMEC
recently held with active explorers in the Central West. The NSW
Government continues to delay taking any action to update and
simplify the template agreement as well as provide tools for
explorers to assist with land access, as provided in other States.
AMEC has initiated the development of a toolkit of information
to support explorers negotiate land access in consultation with a
hardworking AMEC NSW Land Access Working Group. The toolkit
will include an AMEC land access agreement template, ‘How to
Guide’ for industry and a set of fact sheets that explain exploration
and techniques for the community. AMEC plans to launch the
toolkit at a face-to-face event to be held in early 2021 (COVID
restrictions dependent).

held in February pre-COVID-19, then embraced the virtual world
and scheduled ten NSW webinars to enable members wherever
they are located to meet Government leaders, understand the
NSW regulatory framework, Site inspections, the new Web Portal,
Native Title and Aboriginal Cultural Heritage and the (virtual) End
of Year Function with Minister Stokes, NSW Minister for Planning
and Public Spaces. AMEC also initiated Monthly Member
Catchups (virtual/in-person when possible) to support members
to meet, network and connect. Plans for 2021 are underway so
watch this space for more information with webinars, seminars
and more.
AMEC has worked tirelessly in NSW over the last months to
ensure that industry views are heard in Government consultation
on a range of policy and legislative measures. This has included
Work, Health and Safety legislative review, Mining Act reform, red
tape reduction, coal allocation policy, new Tenure Management
System, publication of reports from ‘live’ tenure (sunset clause),
agricultural land use reform, Dams Safety levy, Decadal
Geological Mapping Plan 2020-30 and Minimum Standards for
exploration and work program forms and reporting.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of member
companies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Revised COVID-19 policy for NSW Mining, Exploration and
Geoscience (MEG)
Additional levy for Dams Safety NSW
Support for geoscience courses at Macquarie University
Mining legislation reform and red tape reduction
Operational mine rehabilitation reforms
2020-2030 Decadal Geological Mapping Plan
Draft and Final draft Work Program Guideline and forms for
new Minimum Standards.

To learn more please contact Lucy McClean
on 0412 283 252

AMEC has wrapped up our NSW events for 2020 with a record
year. We started with an in-person workshop on Water in NSW

Lucy McClean, Haydn Lynch, Paula Dell-McCumstie @ Manuka Resources, Mt Boppy
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
South Australia
The South Australian State Budget was handed down on
Tuesday, 10 November. The Budget was headlined by
record suburban infrastructure spend, but included funding
commitments to the benefit of the mining and mineral
exploration sector:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$5 million over three years to the Explore the Gawler
challenge.
$5 million over two years to transform the Department of
Energy and Mining’s customer facing digital systems.
$3.5 million to identify groundwater resources in priority
mining regions.
$1.8 million over four years to unlock Lot Fourteen’s
potential.
$1.5 million to develop a business case for multi-user
infrastructure corridors has been called for by AMEC to
support the growth in key regions.
$1.2 million commitment over five years to negotiate a
mineral exploration Indigenous Land Use Agreements over
the Gawler Craton and Curnamona provinces.
$800 000 for a crowd-sourced, open platform
international competition to identify technical innovation
opportunities across the state’s critical minerals value
chain.

Following the Budget, AMEC met with the Minister and his
staff to discuss the further detail of these commitments. The
Budget also included recommitments such as the investment of
$135 million over three years towards the total $180 million total
cost of the sealing of the Strzelecki Track which extends to the
north east towards the NSW border.
The Department of Energy and Mines has published 17
Ministerial Determinations, templates and Terms of Reference
for consultation. AMEC has met with the Department and
is supplying a submission to detail industry’s response.
Most amendments are clerical of nature; however, concern
exists over an unexpected increase in heritage clearance
expectations for the generic low impact exploration PEPR
(environmental clearance). A briefing was held with members
regarding the specifics on 26 November and a submission will
be provided. Further Ministerial Determinations are expected
before Christmas. The reformed Mining Act and associated
have both been gazetted and will come in to effect on 1
January 2021.
The South Australian Government has concluded consulting
on the draft Pastoral Bill. The Bill includes provision to
increase flexibility of what can be done on a pastoral lease,
extend lease terms to 100 years and continue the Pastoral
Board’s oversight of pastoral lease hold. AMEC is concerned
regarding the Pastoral board’s governance, the inconsistency
of environmental approvals and Aboriginal Cultural Heritage, as
well as any possible veto this bill may engender to pastoralists.
Concurrently, initial consultation on a biosecurity Act has begun
and AMEC will continue to monitor the development of this
legislation.

The 12 month pilot of the Rural Business Support - Landowner
Information Service, was launched in July 2020. The service
provides free, factual and impartial information for landowners,
farmers and community members who have queries on
resources exploration and mining. The LIS was a commitment
that came out during the drafting of the Mining Act to provide a
source of impartial information. Mr Brett Klau has been engaged
as the Land Information Officer, link here.
Do not forget, the Second Round of the Accelerated Discovery
Initiative co funding applications will be open until the 20
December 2020. Link here.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of member
companies:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mining Regulations
Minister regarding draft regulations
Minister re Right to Negotiate
SA Pastoral Bill
SA Biosecurity Act discussion paper
Review of Ministerial Determinations

To learn more please contact Neil van Drunen
on 0407 057 443

Preston Consulting recently celebrated 10 years of

service to Industry, Government and Community
Working with purpose and integrity to meet your objectives
In that time we have completed:

+ Approvals for mines, ports and infrastructure
+ Indigenous Land Use Agreements

+ Audits of mines, road works and processing plants
+ Strategic advice for project development
+ Facilitated assessment of risks
www.prestonconsulting.com.au
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
Northern Territory
The Territory Economic Reconstruction Commissions
(TERC) Final Report was published. The Northern Territory
Government has set the ambitious goal of becoming a $40
billion economy by 2030. To achieve this outcome the TERC
report identified the Resources sector as a key area the
Territory could leverage to grow. Since the release of the
report, the Government has charged the heads of agencies
with developing implementation plans to deliver on outcomes.
AMEC will provide a submission.
Mining royalties underpinned the Territory as the single
largest contributor of the Northern Territory’s own-source
revenue at $316.9 million (or 39 per cent) of the expected total
of $816.3 million. AMEC has called for the Government to
prioritise developing the 17 minerals projects that are moving
to development as the way to grow the Northern Territory
economy out of structural deficit. As the Chief Minister himself
identified in Parliament these projects will inject $5.8 billion of
capital and create thousands of jobs. The Budget remains in
structural deficit, with net debt expected to reach $8.4 billion
this financial year.
As the “machinery of government” changes settle, the
former Department of Primary Industry and Resources, now
subsumed within the Department of Industry, Tourism and
Trade, has restarted needed reform programs. The content
of Mine Management Plans, the Code of Conduct for Mineral
Exploration, and the strategy underpinning the Mining
Remediation Fund are all expected to be reprioritised now that
the Election has concluded.
The Department of Environment, Parks and Water Security
(DEPW) is expected to consult with AMEC and Industry
regarding the second and third tranches of environmental
legislative reform imminently. DEPW has indicated that they
will circulate a detailed discussion paper prior to Christmas
with a consultation period until the end of February. DEPW
have also indicated they will look to set carbon emissions
policy in the next three months.
AMEC met with the National Indigenous Australian Agency, the
four Land Councils and the Territory Government to discuss
recommendations from the Mansfield Report. The Mansfield
Report was tabled in 2013, since then the 25 recommendations
in the 271- page report have remained unanswered.
AMEC provided a submission to the NIAA stating that the
Commonwealth Government could alleviate the considerable
delays if the Land Councils were appropriately resourced and
resourced in a manner that precluded the Council’s working on
a fee for service model. AMEC is seeking a further meeting.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of
member companies:
•
•
•
•

NT Election Platform
Congratulatory letters to Minister and Chief Minister
Seabed mining consideration
Alice Springs Water Plan

To learn more please contact Neil van Drunen on 0407 057 443

AMEC member eftsure explains how this third-party
verification software can help mining players fight payment
fraud
The rise of digital payments technology has sped up the process
of paying and getting paid for businesses across the globe - and
it’s also boosted the number of ways they can get fleeced. One in
two businesses say they have been the victim of economic crime
or fraud in the past, according to a PwC survey of more than 7,000
organisations across the globe.
The perpetrators of these crimes range (suppliers’) staff to foreign
cybercrime syndicates who develop sophisticated schemes to
redirect large business payments. Since COVID-19 has pushed
organisations to work remote, internal controls have weakened.
Consequently, cybercrime has increased their fraud attempt activity
targeting Australian businesses. However, as threats in the digital
payments space continue to emerge, many operators haven’t caught
up, believes co-founder of eftsure, Ian Mirels.
“Internal controls in business haven’t changed that much in 20
years,” he says.
The company’s ‘Know Your Payee’ technology sits over a company’s
banking platform. When a business inputs payment information, the
platform draws on a range of data sources to verify that payee and
raises an alarm if it looks like the payment is going to the wrong
person. eftsure launched to address the problem that Australian
banks don’t take the full data picture, including the name of a payee,
when processing transactions. The approach fights the rise of
“business email compromises”, where scammers infiltrate emails or
invoices and change BSB and account numbers so that funds are
misdirected.
“We use a multitude of verification techniques,” Mirels says.
eftsure aims to stop incorrect payments by warning businesses the
minute they enter payment details.
“We’re focused on the unique way we’re verifying info, at the point
of payment - so before the payment gets released,” Mirels says.
It’s not just malicious hackers than can hurt a business suppliers,
staff can also pose a threat. External employees are uncontrollable
by your organisation, yet - many schemes either willing or unwilling
are started by suppliers’ staff. Lately, the company has noticed a
shift in cybercrime activity, attacks have become more sophisticated.
While also targeting industries known for regular large supplier
payments.
“By nature, progress payments are particularly vulnerable. They
happen often, fast, to multiple suppliers and can be large amounts.
Fraudsters know this and are moving their activities to the Australian
construction and mining industry.”
A few months ago, eftsure was able to prevent a $1 million dollar
fraud attempt for one of their customers. “The large engineering
company fell victim to a business email compromise scam. Luckily
several alarm bells went off and the company was able to prevent
the fraudulent payment and quickly recover the compromised email
account.”
Special offer for AMEC members
AMEC full and associate members can claim a 10% discount off
their first year’s annual fee (capped at $5,000) when signing up for
eftsure’s solution before 1 April 2021. Request a demonstration here
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
Queensland
The 2020 State General Election was held on 31 October
and Labor has been re-elected for a historic third term. This
is the first of the four year term in Queensland and brings
in certainty around timing of elections. The new cabinet
was announced on the 11 November and a full cabinet list
is available here. The new Minister for Resources is Scott
Stewart, Member for Townsville. Although he doesn’t have
a mining industry background, his electorate is closely
connected to the sector and he is extremely keen to learn
and get out and about. AMEC had the opportunity to take
Minister Stewart on a field trip on his first week in the job.
Minister Stewart was joined by Director General James Purtil,
Chief Executive Officer of Resources Safety and Health
Queensland, Mark Stone and Deputy Director General of
Georesources Shaun Ferris for a visit to Duke Exploration’s
Bundarra copper project 130 km southwest of Mackay and
50 km east of Moranbah, in the Central Queensland coal
fields. The previous day he had been at an underground
mine in Mount Isa, so it was great to show the very different
ends of a mining project lifecycle. The Directors General
were announced on 20 November and a full list can be
found here. Previous Director General for the Department
of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy, James Purtil will
be moving to the Department of Energy and Public Works.
Mike Kaiser has been appointed as the new Acting Director
General for the Department of Resources and is due to start
in the role in January.
The Queensland State Budget was announced on 1
December with previously announced and committed
initiatives impacting the resources sector being confirmed.
Royalties revenue over the four years to 2023-24 are
projected to be $13.9 billion. Compared to the Budget
Strategy and Outlook 2019-20, the Outcome for ‘Other
Royalties’ which includes base and precious metals actually
tracked higher than the Budgeted amount. This has
been attributed to the gold price and demand for these
commodities. Although coal and gas royalties were less
than projected, the fact that they continued to operate this
year and kept jobs and the economy operating throughout
Queensland reinforces the sectors resilience and ability to
adapt to changing circumstances.
The vital role regions play in the economic prosperity has
been recognised with investment in capital infrastructure
to be increased in the regions with 58% of capital spend
outside of Greater Brisbane. Capital and incentive spend
on the rail link between the North West Minerals Province
and the Port of Townsville rail line will assist the business
case for exploration, mining and renewable energy projects
throughout the corridor. Work on this rail corridor has been a
recommendation in several of AMEC’s recent submissions to
Government.
AMEC has also highlighted the need to reduce energy costs,
support new energy infrastructure and increase renewable
projects in the regions and closer to demand. All these
issues were addressed in several ways in the budget. The
budget acknowledges that affordable energy is crucial to
support growth in Queensland’s manufacturing industry
and a key enabler to allow existing minerals value adding
activities to thrive and encourage new facilities to emerge.

The ability for the exploration and mining industry to innovate
and improve productivity has been limited by regulations. The
government’s commitment to establishing the Office of Productivity
and Red Tape Reduction (OPRTR) will hopefully deliver improved
outcomes.
The rent waivers for exploration permits that were payable between
1 April 2020 and 31 March 2021 has been costed at $9.8m and
companies who are deemed to be eligible to receive rent waivers
will be contacted directly by the Department of Natural Resources,
Mines and Energy.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of member
companies:
•
•
•

Operational Policy for Assessment of an application for a
Mineral Development Licence for coal
Digital Land Court Procedure
AMEC State Election Submission

To learn more please contact Kate Dickson on 0455 743 329

AMEC QLD End of Year event

Gold Project – FNQ - Seeking Expressions of Interest for purchase or Joint
Venture - AMEC Member Advertisement
On offer is a strong portfolio of mining tenements with potential for both early
development of the gold resources and advancement of exploration prospects.
The project is located on the Palmer Goldfields in Far North Queensland.
Queensland has a rich history of significant gold discoveries and many worldclass deposits in major commodities.
There are three main gold prospects:
•The Monte Christo – consists of five independent reef systems. They have all
been worked by the old-timers and have proven track records of rich bearing
gold reefs.
•The Poverty – consists of a reefing system containing at least four separate ore
bodies. It has been party developed, facilitating an immediate start to production.
•The Rocky Road – consists of a large number of reef systems.
There are 200t in a stockpile ready to be crushed before Christmas 2020,
expecting an average of 10-13g/t
All queries can be made to Graham Elmes on 07 4097 2667 or via email to
elmesg@bigpond.com
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
Victoria & Tasmania
In Victoria, COVID-19 restrictions are now lifting but
Government support for the minerals industry including
deferral on rents and annual fees remains in place until
January 2021 for all exploration licences, prospecting licences
and retention leases as well as acknowledgement of the
potential impact of COVID-19 on exploration expenditure,
renewals and other requirements (application needed on a
case by case basis). Mining and exploration operations with
a COVID Safe Plan (recently updated requirements – see
Preparing a COVID Safe Plan) may be undertaken across
Victoria as restrictions continue to be lifted to the new ‘COVID
Normal’.
Treasurer Pallas delivered the 2020-21 Budget on 24
November, focussed on COVID recovery. The Victorian Budget
estimates $560 million in royalties over the next four years
which will support the State’s economic recovery. Of interest
for the minerals industry is an additional $45 million for the
planned restart of onshore gas industry, tenure management
improvements and rollout of the mine rehab strategy. Note
also the changes to payroll tax and stamp duty in the Budget,
including incentives for regional businesses, with further
information here.
AMEC has provided a submission with detailed
recommendations to Earth Resources on the draft Ministerial
Guidelines for Description of a Mineral Resource and the
Preparation of a Mineralisation Report, and has participated
in direct consultation on this Guideline. Our submission noted
that the draft Guideline for reporting exceeded the JORC
requirements and the technical and financial requirements as
well as that the Draft Guideline should also provide for, and
support, the development of the structurally complex geology
of Victoria and the common nuggety gold deposits.
In other policy areas, the Victorian Government continues
to focus on improving the framework and requirements for
rehabilitation following the Victorian Auditor General Office’s
report ‘Rehabilitating Mines’. AMEC, as a member of the
stakeholder group that is being consulted on the changes to
rehabilitation requirements in Victoria, is reviewing an update
on the rehabilitation bond calculator that was last updated in
February 2011, with the proposed changes to bring significant
increases in bond costs.
Ongoing consultation with the Victorian Government also
continues on a cloud-based tenure management system to
replace RAMS. The new RMS Victoria is now in development
with an extended release date of late in 2021. AMEC and
members have been invited to participate in the working
group that will be the focus for consultation on this important
change for Victoria.

for members with interests in Victoria to connect and learn.
AMEC has facilitated webinars with the Victorian Government
Earth Resources leadership team ‘Meet Earth Resources’ that
was followed up with ‘Community Consultation – Our Shared
Responsibility’. AMEC has also continued monthly member only
‘Virtual Coffee Catchup’ sessions for members with interests in
Victoria to enable members to connect, discuss issues important
to them and hear the latest from AMEC.
In Tasmania, the Explorer Support Package announced by the
Tasmanian Government following advocacy by AMEC includes
suspension of rental payments and exemptions from licence work
conditions for up to six months, with fees for these applications
waived; and application fees for the surrender or extension of
term of exploration licences waived. This is in addition to the
six-month extension of Exploration Drilling Grant Initiative (EDGI)
Round 3 completion dates, the EDGI Round 4 announcement and
the freeze on government fee increases for 2020/21 financial
year.
The Tasmanian Government delivered the 2020/21 Budget on 12
November and included support for critical industries, recognising
the importance of the role of agriculture and mining in rebuilding
the State and “our vital industries that support thousands of jobs
around the State”. The Budget included $2 million in funding to
continue the Exploration Drilling Grants Initiative and additional
funding to gather geoscientific data and extend geological
mapping to improve current data to support industry investment
in the State.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of member
companies:
•
•
•

Victorian Ministerial Guidelines for Description of a Mineral
Resource and the Preparation of a Mineralisation Report
Review of the Victorian Core Library
Ongoing review of Victorian Rehabilitation Bond Calculator
and RMS Victoria.

To learn more please contact Lucy McClean
on 0412 283 252

Survey and Mapping,
Redefined

The keenly anticipated North Central Victorian Goldfields
Ground Release has been delayed, with Earth Resources
advising that the outcome of the evaluation of tender
responses is now expected in the second half of 2020.
AMEC has continued to provide ongoing opportunities

To learn more about our customised commercial solutions,
contact: +61 7 3182 4000 or contactus@insitupacific.com
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The Strike designed “Enviro Pod”
is an above ground sump system
that captures all outside return
& drill sample spoils avoiding
site contamination and any
requirement for in
ground sumps.

STRIKE
DRILLING
Enviro
POD

• 15,000 LITRE HOLDING CAPACITY
• 27 TON HOOK LIFT TRUCK FOR
TRANSPORTING THE ENVIROPOD WITH
A SEPARATE 25,000 LITRE TANK TO
TRANSPORT WASTE MATERIAL AWAY
ALLOWING FOR CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS
• THE ENVIROPOD INCORPORATES HYDRAULIC
LEVELING JACKS AND FOLD DOWN SAMPLE SYSTEM

Strike offer a complete suite of drilling services including first pass Air Core drilling with Strike’s track
& truck mounted crossover AC/RC rigs.
These innovative machines Strike offer a complete suite of drilling services including first pass Air Core
drilling with Strike’s track and truck mounted crossover AC/RC rigs.
They also use 6m drill rods, KL rod handlers, hands free breakouts and stationary cone sampling systems.

DDH1, Strike & Ranger form the DDH1 Group
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AMEC AWARDS
2020
AWARD WINNERS
Congratualtions to all the winners of the
AMEC Awards presented at the dinner last
week in Perth
This year’s AMEC awards showcased the commitment
to exploration, the environment and community within
the Australian mineral exploration and mining sector. The
winners of these prestigious awards were announced at
the annual AMEC Awards Dinner in Perth on Thursday 10
December.
And once again, the standard from all nominees was
exceptional making judging in each category a difficult task.

Prospector of the year winners - Mincor Resources for the Cassini Project

The 2020 Prospector award was presented to joint-winners
Peter Muccilli, Robert Hartley, Mark Muller & Tahn Doan for
the Cassini Discovery; and Hilke Dalstra, Jennifer Maguire &
Mawson Croaker for the Winu Project.
Following some lean years for mineral exploration, it is
exciting to see so many nominations for the Prospector
Award and joint-winners for the first time. This is an
excellent sign that our industry is not only recovering, but
growing.
The AMEC Community Contribution award recognises
companies who are collaborating with the community in
emerging and established partnerships to provide enduring
benefits to communities. This year’s winners, SO4 Potash
and the Wiluna community have established a partnership
that uses a holistic approach encompassing all aspects from education, and employment for both the community
and the company, to responding to cultural and community
needs.
The AMEC Environment Award is presented to a company
that goes above and beyond in their environmental
management or is developing innovative methods to
achieve better long-term environmental outcomes. This
year winners were Consolidated Minerals who have
developed an AI program to automate the process of
identifying the endangered Northern Quoll within camera
trap photos. This AI application has huge potential
to become a standard method for remote species
identification.

Prospector of the year winners - Rio Tinto for the Winu Project

Community Contribution Award Winners - SO4 Potash & Wiluna Community
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AMEC AWARDS
2020
AWARD WINNERS
The AMEC Media Awards were also presented at the dinner.
These awards recognise excellence in journalism covering the
Australian mineral exploration and mining industry. The entries
for the two Media Award categories – Online and Print - are
judged on clarity, relevance, quality of research, and level of
impact on industry stakeholders.
The winner of the Online Award was Jarrod Lucas from the
ABC for his article “There’s got to be a better way: Exploration
company pushes to reduce plastic bag” The Print Media Award
was presented to Peter Ker from The Australian Financial
Review for his article “End of the lifestyle company as fewer
explorers deliver more drilling”.
2020 Winners
Prospector Award- Peter Muccilli, Robert Hartley, Mark Muller
& Tahn Doan for the Cassini Discovery AND Hilke Dalstra,
Jennifer Maguire & Mawson Croaker for the Winu Project
Environmental Award- Consolidated Minerals for the Quoll
!Quoll program
Community Contribution Award- SO4 & Wiluna Community for
their Lake Way Sulphate of Potash Project
Print Media Award- Peter Ker from The Australian Financial
Review for “End of the lifestyle company as fewer explorers
deliver more drilling”
Online Media Award – Jarrod Lucas from ABC News for
“There’s got to be a better way: Exploration company pushes
to reduce plastic bags”

Peter Bradford & Adrian Larking

Environmental Award Winners - Consolidated Minerals

Chris Cairns & Tad Watroba (accepting on behalf of Gina Rinehart)

Chris Cairns & Peta Libby
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AMEC AWARDS
DINNER
STATE RECEPTION CENTRE, KINGS PARK, WA

Jim Beyer, Julian Tapp, Hon Bill Johnston, Jon Hronsky OAM, Lyn Hronsky, Mike
Young

Mark Creasy, Rebecca Clough, Hon Bill Marmion

Neil Warburton, Rebecca Warburton, Hannah Dorsch, Alex Dorsch

Warren Pearce, Lee Moore, Hon Norman Moore

Robert & Adrienne Hartley

Tim & Linda Goyder

Neil Martson, Sue Marston, Samantha McGahan, Iva Morrell, Jaya Prasad, Shannon
McMahon
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AMEC AWARDS
DINNER

Kate Dickson, Dayna O’Leary, Sam Panickar, Will Robinson, Ruth MacIntyre, Lucy
McClean

Peta Libby, Jon Hronsky OAM, Lyn Hronsky

Bryan Smith AM & Doug Koontz

Justin Osborne, Chris Wipple, Sharon Goddard, Campbell Baird, Kristy Sell

Jennifer Cairns. Chris Cairns, Kim Hewson, Kate Anderson

Peter Bradford & David Parker

Ken Wilyman, Rowena Roberts, Stephen Cathcart, Tony Swiericzuk, Mark
Wilde, Lisa Maher.

AMEC Members & Dinner attendees can access full collection of photos. Please email AMEC.
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Strike digital gold
with Paydirt TV

Exclusive interviews with company executives and industry icons
Paydirt Media has a 25-year history of delivering well-researched news, opinion and features and is well-known in
the industry for reaching board-level decision makers and investors across the mining and exploration sector. Paydirt
Media offers proven avenues of communicating your message, signing up will give you a competitive advantage.
If you have a specific objective, we will design, produce and edit the profile video/s based on your specific needs.

Paydirt TV Profile Package

• 3 x 7-minute videos by Paydirt Media journalists • Full distribution rights
• Promotion across all Paydirt social media platforms
• Video (+ your company profile) emailed out to Paydirt Media’s database

Circulation
We distribute the tv interviews to an engaged/captive, unique audience of conference delegates,
social media connections, sophisticated investors and CAB audited magazine subscribers.

300

YouTube subscribers

7,375

combined contacts across
multiple LinkedIn profiles

3375

followers on Twitter

19,318

email addresses in
our database
(10-15% are investors)

To sign up for a Paydirt TV Profile Package, contact Dominic or Mitchelle on (+61) 8 9321 0355
or dominic@paydirt.com.au / mitchelle@paydirt.com.au
Paydirt TV

*Exclusively for AMEC Members
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The Role of Incentives in Office Leasing
Markets
Once a upon a time, incentives were mainly used as a sweetener and played a minor role in lease negotiations but in recent years,
incentives have enabled landlords to provide competitive lease terms whilst also maintaining high rent levels.

Artificially propping up the rent serves a purpose. If rents were allowed to fall by say 50%, this could lead to devaluation of the property,
impact the property financing capability, and even affect market rent reviews of sitting tenants being negotiated in the same building.
Backed by the resources sector, Australia’s economic recovery post COVID-19 is set to arrive sooner rather than later (if not already), but
we believe there is still enough pain in the office market for rents and incentives to remain competitive for the next few years.
As tenant representatives, we have been recommending our clients consider market conditions and supply factors when reviewing the
timing of upcoming lease expiries or proposed renegotiations. Consideration of taking a slightly longer lease term but the inclusion of a
break clause at the tenant’s discretion for added flexibility are also worth considering in certain circumstances.
The temptation of incentives should not replace sound
business practice. Market conditions can and will
change and incentives can dry up. Tenants still need to
weigh up the potential costs of over-commitment to
growth space; sacrificing flexibility; exposure to ‘rent
shock’ in market reviews if the market corrects
upwards; and even the impact of the lease under the
new Accounting Standards.

Perth CBD
West Perth

Subiaco

Should you wish to discuss your current office
accommodation, please contact Justin Boelen on 0417
177 627.

Prime
Secondary
Prime
Secondary
Prime
Secondary

Net Face Rent
High
Low
$795
$600
$550
$400
$400
$350
$300
$250
$380
$325
$300
$225

Incentives
High
Low
55%
40%
55%
40%
50%
40%
50%
30%
45%
30%
40%
20%

Feeling the
squeeze?
Has your D&O been subject to substantial increases
in premium or tighter restrictions in cover?
Talk to us about our competitively priced facility with cover
specifically tailored for mineral exploration risks.
The Mineral Exploration Insurance Facility has been protecting
junior explorers for nearly 15 years and is the only insurance
solution endorsed by AMEC.

To find out more give us a call:
Adam George:
P: 08 6250 8310
E: adam.george@ajg.com.au
Cover is subject to the Policy terms and conditions. You should consider if the insurance is suitable for you and read the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS)
and Financial Services Guide (FSG) before making a decision to acquire insurance. These are available at www.ajg.com.au. REF2769-0920-2.2
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WELCOME TO OUR
NEW FULL MEMBERS
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WELCOME TO OUR
NEW ASSOCIATE
MEMBERS

AMEC PARTNERSHIPS
We would like to sincerely thank our sponsors and commercial partners for their continuing support. AMEC members are
encouraged to utilise their services at every relevant opportunity
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